
TRANS
TWS WITH SPEAKER



INTRODUCTION:
Dear Customer,

Congratulations! We welcome you to the world of Vibez, 

as you welcome our Vibez TWS with Speaker to be a part of your 

home. At Vibez, our products are carefully built for all your audio 

needs, which is why we have carefully crafted a range of products for 

your pleasure. We then deliver them at the best prices, to make sure 

that you only get good vibes. 

We are sure you can't wait to start using your new Vibez TWS 

with Speaker.

We know we can't! 

Looking forward to building our bond for life, cheers! 

Thank you, 

Team Vibez
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ABOUT THE PRODUCT:
The Vibez TWS with speaker has a shockingly rich bass, large 

volume without a voice break. Equipped with high-quality speaker 

and earphone duo. Its built-In Micro phone allows you to answer calls 

easily. No more hassle switching devices or audio output when 

receiving a call on your phone.
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MARKINGS ON PRODUCT:

DOS & DON’TS:
1. Do not use this device in the place where wireless devices are 

prohibited, otherwise it will interfere with other electronic devices or 

cause other dangers.

 

2. Do not use the device in dusty, sharp, compact or near magnetic 

fields to avoid failure of the internal circuit of the device. 
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HOW TO USE:
EARPHONES

Please peel off the insulated tape of the earphones before using. 

If earphones lose pairing with each other, turn on both left and right 

earphones, then turn off the Bluetooth on the mobile,  

3. Do not use the device in thunderstorm weather. Thunderstorm 

weather may cause equipment failure or electric shock hazard. 

• When using this device, please keep at least 15 cm away from 

implanted medical devices (such as pacemakers, cochlear implants, 

etc.). 

4. Do not place the device in direct sunlight, such as the dashboard or 

window sill of a car. 

5. Do not place the device near heating sources or exposed fire 

sources, such as electric heaters, ovens, water heaters, stoves, 

candles, or other places that may generate high 

temperatures.

6. Do not place sharp metal objects such as pins near the device's 

earpiece or speaker, otherwise the metal objects may adhere and 

cause injury to you.
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 and Double press the RIGHT earphone to get them paired manually.

1.Power on

Rotate the speaker cover and the earphones power on automatically. Or 

press the touch area by hand for 3 seconds to turn it on. (The charging 

case will run out of power if it’s on standby for a long time but the 

earphones would still work, you just need to press the earphones 3 

seconds to turn it on.) 

2. Power off

Earphone will power off automatically when it is putted into the charging 

case with lid closed.Or manually press the touch area for 5 seconds to 

turn it off. (If earphone isn’t connected, it will automatically power off 

after 3 minutes). 

3.Bluetooth Connection

The earphones will automatically enter the pairing mode after power on. 

Find the Bluetooth device on the mobile to get connected. The indication 

light will disappear after connected. 

Taking out either of two earphones to connect if you just want 
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to use one of them.

4.Charging indication

When charging case is put under charging, a red light flashes.

When the charging case fullycharged, red light stays on. When charging 

earphones, blue light of charging case stays on. When earphones are 

under charging, red light of the earphones will stay on and then go out 

after fully charged. 

5.Phone call mode

When a call comes in, single press either left or right earphone to 

answer the call. During the call, single press either one to hang up. 

Long press 2 seconds to reject a call. 

6.How to use the earphone

*Single press left or right earphone : Play/Pause, Answer/Hang up.

*Double press: Left earphone to go back last song, and right 

earphone for the next song.

*Triple press: Left earphone to reduce volume, right earphone 

to increase volume.
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*Long press left or right earphone for 2 seconds: activate or voice 

assistance function. 

SPEAKER

1. Power on/Power off

Long press the power button 3 seconds to turn it on, the blue light 

flashing.Long press the power button 5 seconds to turn it off, red light 

flash 3 times and disappear. (The speaker will power off automatically 

after 3 minutes if there is no connection.)

 

2. Bluetooth Connection

The speaker will automatically enter the pairing mode after power on. 

Find the Bluetooth device on the mobile to get connected. The blue light 

will be flashing when the speaker is waiting to be paired and blue 

light will disappear after connected successfully. 

Speaker will automatically pair with the mobile which it has connected 

before. 
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3. Phone Call Mode

Answer the call: Single press the power button of speaker to answer 

the call after the mobile and speaker connected successfully. 

Hang up the call: Single press the power button.

Reject the call: Long press the power button 1 second.

Call back: Short press the power button twice.

(Please aim at the microphone closely for a clearer call)

4. Charging indication

When the speaker is under charging, a red light flashes. 

When it is full charged, the red light stays on.

The speaker can be charged by USB charging cable 

whatever it is power on or power off. 

5. Reset function

If you find the buttons of the speaker are out of work, please 

press the reset hole by a small needle-like object and then 

it will work after you reboot the speaker. 
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HOW TO USE:
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6. How to use speaker

*Short press button “+”: Skip forward (next song)

*Short press button “-”: Skip back (last song)

*Long press button “+”: Volume up 

*Short press button “-”: Volume down

1. Do not disassemble or modify the battery, or immerse in water or 

other liquids, to avoid battery leakage, excessive, fire or explosion. 

2. Do not drop, crush or puncture the battery. It can cause 

internal short circuits and overheating.

3. This device is equipped with a non-removable built-in 

battery. Do not replace the battery yourself to avoid damage 

to the battery or device. The battery can only be replaced 

by Vibez Customer Service Center.

4. Please dispose batteries in accordance with local 

regulations. Do not dispose batteries as household waste. 

Improper disposal of the battery may cause the battery to

explode. 
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CHARGER SAFETY:
1. When charging the device, the power socket should be installed 

near the device and should be easily accessible.

2. When charging is completed or not charging, disconnect the charger 

from the device and unplug the charger from the power outlet.

PRECAUTIONS:
1. The earphones should be stored in a dry/ventilated environment 

and avoid contacting with oil, water vapor, steam, moisture and dust 

to prevent the performance of the product. 

2. Avoid using harsh organic solvents or items containing these 

ingredients to clean the earphones. 

3. The earphones should be used correctly used according to the 

requirements, and pay attention to the effect of the environment on 

the product. Make sure the connection is smooth. 
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4. If the earphone failed to connect or connect with poor connection, 

please do not dismantle them or the accessories 

privately. 

5. To ensure the normal use of the earphones, please make 

sure they are fully charged.
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